
CHSH Opens Big! UP 27.5%

China Shoe Holdings Inc. (CHSH)
$0.74 UP 27.5%

News is spreading and investors are jumping. Following the announcement 
of 1000 new retail outlets being opened, heavy trading pushed shares up 27.5%.
News expected tomorrow. Trading will be huge. Get on CHSH fist thing Tuesday!

It’s helped by the fact that the ruby community has formed around the best ideas
 of the OO and Extreme Programming communities.
I’ve been hoping for a long time that one of the LAMP technologies would break t
hrough into corporate IT, and it looks like Ruby could well do it.
My iconic image was DHH as Neo of the Matrix, breaking the rules of enterprise s
oftware and reveling in the success.
NET, MISSISSAUGANEWS.



THE REPRODUCTION, MODIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION, TRANSMISSION OR REPUBLICATION OF A
NY MATERIAL FROM MISSISSAUGA.
I’ve long had a particular fondness for the Ruby community, so I turned up as an
 attendee at this year’s RailsConf.
Success is not just being an outbreak of sanity in the IT world, but actually le
ading that world.
There isn’t the wall between the  old farts and the loud teenagers that you ofte
n get, instead a real appreciation for what both groups have to offer.
This year my sense is that this morphed into something much more important.
A couple of years ago I wrote about the impressions people had that the RubyPeop
le were notably more friendly than most software communities.
Technologies that make it harder for programmers to do what they like to do best
 - make a difference for the businesses they are supporting.
CA IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION OF METROLAND MEDI
A GROUP LTD.
Corporate IT is dominated by bloatware.
Technologies that make it harder for programmers to do what they like to do best
 - make a difference for the businesses they are supporting.
The important thing is that there’s a lot of respect and collaboration across th
is generation gap.
One of the biggest issues our Ruby teams run into is deployment.
Throughout the conference there was a sense that we are at an inflection-point i
n our industry, a key technological shift that promotes a new major platform.
Ruby is a community effort.
Our RubyWorks stack tries to simplify this, but JRuby offers the choice of just 
deploying into a Java container, turning a Rails app into an easily deployed war
 file.
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Chad Fowler and Rich Kilmer introduced the conference.
Time and time again we have to deal with expensive software purchased on golf-co
urses that just get in our way while sucking funds and development hours.
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At last year’s conference my sense was that of a community delighted and rather 
stunned by its success.
Our RubyWorks stack tries to simplify this, but JRuby offers the choice of just 
deploying into a Java container, turning a Rails app into an easily deployed war
 file.
There seems an excellent chance that Ruby and Rails could become a significant p
latform for IT develop over the next few years.
These ideas have made a great impact on many other technological communities, bu
t in Ruby-land they are the orthodoxy.
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